
Social Network Analysis
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Reminder about next few weeks



Network Analysis



(Human) Network Analysis



(Protein) Network Analysis



(Neuroscience) Network Analysis



(Internet) Network Analysis



(Transportation) Network Analysis



Many, many other applications…
Can you name some?



Directed vs Undirected Graphs



Weighted vs Unweighted Graphs



Network Characteristics



Degree and Neighborhood



Bipartite Graphs



Trees are a Special Case of Graphs



Important Task: Identifying 
Important Nodes (“Central” Nodes)



Centrality Measures 

Network Science is a huge field, and there are many more complex centrality 
measures, each with their own pros and cons



Centrality measures in words

• Degree centrality: Number of links that a node has.

• Closeness centrality: Average length of the shortest path between the node and all other 
nodes in the graph. Thus, the more central a node is, the closer it is to all other nodes.

• Betweenness centrality: Number of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path 
between two other nodes.

1. For each pair of vertices (s,t), compute the shortest paths between them.
2. For each pair of vertices (s,t), determine the fraction of shortest paths that 

pass through the vertex in question (here, vertex v).
3. Sum this fraction over all pairs of vertices (s,t).σST = # shortest paths 

between s and t



Pagerank Centrality
(Simplified; used in paper and GOOGLE SEARCH)

• Iterative algorithm
• Initial PageRank of all pages is 1 / N
• PR(x) is the PageRank of page x
• L(x) is the number of outbound links of page x

Example:

Formula:



Pagerank Centrality (Simplified)

Damping factor d (0 < d < 1) is used to account for people who will randomly click on links. 
Common choice is 0.85.

Therefore, final PageRank equation is:



PageRank in Python: 
the trillion dollar algorithm

import numpy as np
def pagerank(M, num_iterations: int = 100, d: float = 0.85): 
 N = M.shape[1] 
 v = np.ones(N) / N 
 M_hat = (d * M + (1 - d) / N) 
 for i in range(num_iterations): 
  v = M_hat @ v ### @ operator is matrix multiplication in 
Python
 return v



Qualitative Comparison of Centrality Measures



Important Task: Finding Shortest Path



Important Task: Community Detection



Summary of Graph Algorithms





Graph Neural Networks (GNNs):
Machine Learning with Graphs



Causal Inference

Correlation != Causation

See:
• PH 664 Principles of Epidemiology II
• SOC 176: Introduction to Data Analysis
• Prof. Susanne Still



Causal Inference

Confounding occurs when there exists a variable that causes the outcome and the effect
Collider: variable that is caused by both the exposure (or causes of the exposure) and the outcome 
(or causes of the outcome)



Network Causal Inference



Applications of Network Analysis:
Social Network Analysis



Political Polarization



Smoking and Peer Pressure



Social Contagion



Terrorist Networks



Surveillance



Policy Decision Making



Other applications you can think of?


